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Nucleon Strange Form 
Factors

Parity-violating electron 
elastic scattering

SAMPLE, PVA4, 
HAPPEx, G0

GsE=-0.008±0.016

GsM=0.29±0.21
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deuterium measurement have little impact on the final fit and
are therefore neglected. The theoretical uncertainties for the ti
in Eq. (8) due to the different sources are summarized in the
last six columns in Table IV. To be precise, the content of each
column gives the change in Anvs + !EGs

E + !MGs
M when the

source magnitude (|Ge
A|, |G(p,n)

E,M |, or nuclear correction to 4He
data) is increased by one standard deviation. Notice that the
nucleon electromagnetic form factors also affect the value of
!E and !M and therefore generate “pull terms” linear in Gs

E

and Gs
M in Table IV. Such pull terms are neglected for the

SAMPLE deuterium measurement.

B. Combined analysis at Q2 = 0.1(GeV/c)2

As can be seen from Table III, a wealth of data exist with
Q2 in the vicinity of 0.1 (GeV/c)2, including SAMPLE-H,
SAMPLE-D, HAPPEx-H-a, HAPPEx-H-b, HAPPEx-He-a,
HAPPEx-He-b, PVA4-H-b, and low Q2 data from G0. It is nat-
ural to first make a combined analysis at Q2 = 0.1. To interpo-
late all data to a common Q2, we assume Gs

E ! Q2 and Gs
M is

a constant [30]. That is, we replace !EGs
E(Q2) + !MGs

M (Q2)
by !̃EGs

E(0.1) + !MGs
M (0.1), where !̃E = !E

Q2

0.1(GeV/c)2 . To
simplify our notation, we use Gs

E and Gs
M hereafter to denote

their values at Q2 = 0.1 (GeV/c)2. In the (Gs
E,Gs

M ) space,
each measurement i provides a linear constraint as

!̃i
EGs

E + !i
MGs

M = Ai
phys " Ai

nvs. (9)

In Fig. 1, each constraint is shown as a linear band in
the (Gs

E,Gs
M ) plane, where " (Ai

phys) (see Table III) and
the theoretical uncertainty " (ti) (see Table IV) have been
combined in quadrature into an overall uncertainty. Somewhat
arbitrarily, we include the three lowest Q2 bins from the G0

data in this part of the analysis. For visual clarity, they are
combined into a single constraint as

Ai
phys " Ai

nvs = 0.84 ± 0.34 = 16.38 Gs
E + 1.32 Gs

M, (10)

which is shown as the solid black band in Fig. 1. From
the figure, one sees that the agreement among different
measurements is generally good. The G0 and PVA4 appear
to be offset from the HAPPEx-H-b measurement, but they
nevertheless agree within 2" . As explained in Sec. I, the
SAMPLE deuterium measurement (dashed red band) has
much less sensitivity to Gs

E and Gs
M .

The ten different measurements (three from G0, and
the other seven from separate experiments) above provide
redundancy in the joint determination of (Gs

E,Gs
M ). To solve

for (Gs
E,Gs

M ) and determine the confidence contours, we
follow the standard least square procedure (see, e.g., Ref [31]).
Specifically, we rearrange Eq. (9) into the form of Eq. (7) as

mi = ti
!
Gs

E,Gs
M

"
± "i +

6#

k=0

± #i,k, (11)

where mi and ti are given in Eq. (8) and "i is the uncor-
related experimental uncertainty. #i,k denotes the correlated
uncertainty for measurement i with “source index” k. In our
case, #i,0 equals the correlated experimental uncertainty for
the G0 data and 0 for other experiments, and #i,k=1,2,3,4,5,6 are

s
MG
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The world data constraints on (Gs
E, Gs

M )
at Q2 = 0.1 (GeV/c)2. The form factors of Kelly are used. Different
bands in the plot represent SAMPLE-H [20] (solid red), SAMPLE-D
[16] (dashed red), HAPPEx-H-a [22] (dashed blue), HAPPEx-H-b
[24] (solid blue), HAPPEx-He-a [23] (dashed pink), HAPPEx-He-b
[24] (solid pink), PVA4-H-b [26] (solid green), and the lowest three
Q2 bins in G0 forward angle [27] (solid black). The yellow and
gray blue (dark) ellipses represent 68.27% ($% 2 = 2.3) and 95%
($% 2 = 5.99) confidence contours around the point of maximum
likelihood at (Gs

E = "0.006, Gs
M = 0.33). The black cross represents

Gs
E = Gs

M = 0.

the correlated theoretical uncertainties for each measurement
i due to different sources (Table IV). Then for each given pair
of (Gs

E,Gs
M ), the %2 is calculated as

%2 =
#

i

#

j

(mi " ti)(V "1)ij (mj " tj ), (12)

where i and j are indices of the measurements and V is the
variance matrix with Vij = " 2

i &ij +
$6

k=0 #i,k#j,k . It has been
shown in Ref. [31] that the %2 constructed this way satisfies
the standard %2 distribution, and the solution (best fit) can be
found by minimizing this %2. Applying this technique to the
10 measurements in Fig. 1, we obtain

Gs
E = "0.006 ± 0.016, Gs

M = 0.33 ± 0.21, (13)

with a correlation coefficient of "0.83 between the two and
a minimum %2

min = 9.90 with 8 degrees of freedom. Note
that the uncertainties above are 1" ($%2 = 1) “marginalized”
uncertainties corresponding to the projections of the error
ellipse onto the two axes. That is, for a given value of Gs

M ,
the %2 is minimized by varying Gs

E and vice versa. The range
defined by this uncertainty for a given parameter corresponds
precisely to 68.27% of the confidence interval of that parameter
[32]. On the other hand, for the two parameters (Gs

E and Gs
M )

that are jointly determined, the 68.27% confidence region is
instead defined by $%2 = 2.3 contour [8]. To demonstrate
the precision of the fit, we plot the 68.27% ($%2 = 2.30)
and 95% ($%2 = 5.99) joint confidence levels in Fig. 1

025202-5

Jianglai Liu et al.



Strange quark contents 
in Nucleon

Lattice QCD

JLQCD:  y=0.030(16)stat(+6,-8)extrap(+1,-2)ms

H. Ohki et al., Phys. Rev. D78, 054502 (2008)

y ≡ 2�N |s̄s|N�
�N |ūu + d̄d|N� y=0.2±0.2 ?



QCD Phase Transition at 
High-Temperature

Two (u,d) flavors: 2nd order

Three (u,d,s) flavors: Cross-over

Quark

Antiquark

Gluon

The idea of phase transitions — abrupt changes 
in the state of matter — is familiar from such 
common sights as the bubbling water in a boil-
ing kettle. Phase transitions on a grand scale 
may have taken place in the early Universe, 
both enriching and complicating Big Bang 
cosmology. For example, the early Universe’s 
gas of quasi-free quarks and gluons must at 
some point have condensed into composite 
particles bound together by the nuclear strong 
force. These particles, made up of quarks stuck 
together by gluons, which act as the mediator 
particles of the strong force, are the baryons 
— the class of particle that includes protons 
and neutrons — and the mesons of today’s 
normal ‘hadronic’ matter. 

It had once seemed plausible that this phase 
change was marked by a true, abrupt thermo-
dynamic phase transition, such as that seen in 
the kettle, at a temperature of around 1013 kelvin. 
Through a difficult and fundamental calcula-
tion, set out on page 675 of this issue, Aoki et al.1 
have demonstrated that this change, although 
drastic, actually sets in smoothly as the tem-
perature falls. Their methods could be used to 
illuminate several other open questions.

According to conventional Big Bang cos-
mology, the early Universe contained matter in 
thermal equilibrium at extremely high temper-
atures. As the Universe expanded and cooled, 
neutrinos and eventually photons ceased to 
interact significantly, and fell out of equilibrium. 
These freeze-outs occurred at temperatures of 
1010 K and 103 K, respectively. (The relic pho-
tons, redshifted down to a temperature of just 
around 3 K, owing to the Universe’s subsequent 
expansion, constitute the present-day cosmic 
microwave background radiation.) But at the 
earliest times, before neutrinos and photons 
decoupled from the rest of matter, densities and 
energies were so high, and reaction rates there-
fore so fast, that any local deviations from equi-
librium were quickly repaired. That might seem 
to be a recipe for dullness. But as anyone who’s 
seen the agitation in a boiling kettle will know, 
phase transitions can spice up the action.   

The most dramatic consequences come by 
way of first-order phase transitions, which 
involve discontinuous changes in the organiza-
tion of matter. Suppose phase A has a lower free 

PARTICLE PHYSICS

 Did the Big Bang boil?  
Frank Wilczek

Standard theories tell us that, at some point in the Universe’s evolution, free quarks and gluons must have 
become bound together into the hadronic matter we see today. But was this transition abrupt or smooth?

energy above some critical temperature T*, and 
that below T* phase B has a lower free energy.  
The phase with the lower free energy is always 
the natural choice, so as we start from phase A 
at high temperature and cool through T*, bub-
bles of B may appear. At temperatures below 
T*, a sufficiently large bubble of phase B can 
grow, as gains in volume free energy within the 
bubble overcome surface tension at the inter-
face. Eventually, then, we will have only B. 

It may, however, take a very long time to 
nucleate a sufficiently large bubble. In the 
meantime, A persists below T*: this is the phe-
nomenon of supercooling. In a cosmological 
context, the unusual equation of state associ-
ated with supercooling can induce a period 
of faster-than-light expansion — the phe-
nomenon known as inflation. Alternatively, 
the bubbles might suddenly appear in many 
different places, then grow and collide. Those 
violent events can leave their imprint on the 
gravitational field, leading to seed fluctua-
tions from which galaxies or black holes might 
eventually evolve. Gravitational waves might 
be yet another result, awaiting detection today 
as a relic background. Different processing of 
matter within the regions of A and B might also 
lead to deviations from standard predictions 
for the abundances of the light elements, or 
even package matter into unusual forms, such 
as superdense quark matter. 

At extremely high temperatures, above 
1013 K, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the 
theory of the strong nuclear interaction, pre-
dicts that matter can be accurately described as 
a weakly interacting gas of quarks and gluons. 
That seems very different from what we now 
observe, where quarks and gluons occur only 
as hidden constituents inside baryons and 
mesons. 

There is also another much less obvi-
ous, but no less profound, difference. At low 
temperatures, the world is filled with a con-
densate of quark–antiquark pairs. Our senses 
are designed, quite sensibly, to overlook that 
featureless and unchanging background, but it 
has been detected through its subtle but unmis-
takable influence on the behaviour of particles 
we do see. For example, it renders the lightest 
mesons, the !-mesons, much lighter than they 
would otherwise be. QCD also predicts that, 
at high temperatures in the early Universe, 
the quark–antiquark condensate would have 
disappeared.

Qualitatively described, these changes in the 
constitution of matter seem quite drastic. Thus, 
it seemed plausible to many theorists that the 
conversion from high-temperature to low-tem-
perature QCD would have to be accompanied 
by a first-order phase transition (Fig. 1). That 

Figure 1 | Entering a new phase. A first-order 
transition from a quark–gluon plasma to normal 
hadronic matter might look like this, with 
bubbles of the new phase forming in the old. 
Outside the bubbles, quarks (blue), antiquarks 
(grey) and gluons (squiggles) roam free. Inside 
the bubbles, they are bound into mesons (quark–
antiquark pairings), baryons (three quarks) and 
antibaryons (three antiquarks).
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Lattice QCD
F.R. Brown et al., PRL65, 2491-2494 (1990)

ms a

mu,d a

ΛQCD～ms



QCD Phase Transition at 
High-Density

Two Flavors                                 Three Flavors

Color-Flavor Locked Phase ?
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Hadron Many-Body Systems 
with Strangeness

Hypernuclei : Hyperons(Λ, Σ, Ξ) in Nuclei

Λ、Σhypernuclei Double-Λhypernuclei Ξhypernuclei

u 
d 

s 
Λ

s s 

d 

Ξ



3-dim. Nuclear Chart

N 

Z !, " Hypernuclei 

!!, # Hypernuclei 

St
ra

ng
en

es
s

0 

-1 

-2 
Λ ~38, Σ =1

Λ Λ ~3, Ξ ?

Stable ~300,
Unstable >3000

by H. Tamura

New types of Hypernuclei



180 Physics 1974

Fig. 5. Model of a neutron star.

At the surface of the star it is likely that there exists a shell of iron since
56Fe is the most stable nucleus. The atoms would be normal if no magnetic
field were present. In astrophysics it is unwise to ignore magnetic phenomena
and gravitational collapse following a supernova explosion probably com-
presses the original stellar magnetic flux to produce surface field strengths of
108 T or more. In fields of this magnitude the radius of gyration of electrons
in atomic energy levels becomes smaller than the Bohr radius and the electronic
wave functions adopt a cylindrical shape. It is far harder to ionize distorted
atoms of this kind and this is of importance when considering the generation
of a magnetosphere surrounding the neutron star.

Beneath the iron skin the increasing compression forces electrons into higher
energy states until they are entirely freed from the positive nuclei. The un-
screened nuclei then settle into a rigid lattice having a melting temperature of
about 109K. At greater depths the electron energies become relativistic and
they begin to combine with protons in the nuclei, thus adding to the neutron
population. This is the process of inverse ! decay. At a sufficient depth nearly
all the electrons and protons have disappeared and the nuclei have been
converted to a sea of neutrons.

The energy gap for neutron pairing is of the order of several MeV, cor-
responding to a superfluid transition temperature of 109 -1010 K, and since
young neutron stars cool rapidly to temperatures below 109 K, the neutron sea
is expected to behave like a quantum superfluid. The few remaining protons
will similarly pair and enter a superconducting state, while the residual elec-
trons will behave normally. The bulk motion of the neutron superfluid must
be irrotational, but an effective solid body rotation can be simulated with a

From 1974 Nobel Lecture by A. Hewish , 
“Pulsars and High Density Physics”,

At yet deeper levels the neutron-
neutron interaction may result in 
the creation of a solid neutron 
lattice, although this possibility is 
under debate, and finally there is 
the question of a material 
composed of stable hyperons.

Strangeness nuclear physics 
can have an answer
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What’s in the Neutron Star Core ?

By F. Weber



Modern Picture of Baryon-
Baryon Interactions

Nuclear Force from Lattice QCD

Sc
hr
od
in
ge
r E
q.

Long-range attraction
+

Repulsive Hard-core

N.Ishii, S.Aoki, T.Hatsuda, Phys.Rev.Lett.99,022001 (2007).

→EA0002: T. Hatsuda

keynote:/Users/nagae/Desktop/Italy08/ishii.key?id=BGSlide-7
keynote:/Users/nagae/Desktop/Italy08/ishii.key?id=BGSlide-7
keynote:/Users/nagae/Desktop/Italy08/ishii.key?id=BGSlide-7
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First Hyperfragment in 1953
M. Danysz and J. Pniewski
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First Hyperfragment in 1953
M. Danysz and J. Pniewski

Nuclear Emulsion
Ground states of Light Λ hypernuclei

Stopped K-
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1970s - 1985

!"#$%&'
(K-,π-) Recoil-less Method

Excited Levels of Λ hypernuclei
Σ hypernuclei Puzzle
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Mid 80’s - 2000

!"!#$%
&'(#)*%

(K-,π-), (K-,K+)
(π,K+), (K-stop,π-)

Λ, Σ hypernuclei
H dibaryon

Double-Λ hypernuclei
YN scattering

Hypernuclear Physics                Strangeness Nuclear Physics
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18Photo in July of 2009

J-PARC Facility
(KEK/JAEA）

South to North

Neutrino Beams　
(to Kamioka)

  JFY2009 Beams

Hadron Exp. 
Facility

Materials and Life 
Experimental 

Facility
50 GeV Synchrotron

  JFY2008 Beams

3 GeV 
Synchrotron

 CY2007 Beams

Linac



Inauguration Ceremony on July 6, 
2009



Beam Extraction at Hadron 
Exp. Hall: Jan. 27, 2009



Hadron Experimental Hall

K1.8

K1.8BR

Production
target (T1)  30~50 GeV 

  Primary Beam K1.1BR
K1.1

KL

60m x 56mFirst beam in Feb. 2009

World highest intensity Kaon beams !



S=-1 Baryon Systems



Success of (π+,K+) Spectroscopy

Λ single-particle energy
→UΛ=28 MeV

H.Hotchi et al., PRC 64, 044302(2001)

Nuclear 
Matter      

S! = 28 MeV 

SKS

A-2/3



Success of Hypernuclear 
Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy

Hyperball : Tohoku/KEK/Kyoto in 1998

14 Ge(r.e.60%); 
Ω~15%, ε~3% at 1 MeV

BGO suppressor

Upgraded to Hyperball2  
in Tohoku (2005~)  

Efficiency 2.4% -> ~4% 

→BJ0001: H. Tamura



Hypernuclear Gamma-rays

(!+,K+ ")  at KEK-PS  (K-, !- ")  at BNL-AGS 

by H. Tamura



ΛN Effective Interaction

Shell-model structure of light hypernuclei

John Millener

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Source # !-rays # doublets

Ge Hyperball ! 22 9

NaI 13
!C 3 1

NaI 4
!H/4

!He 2 2

Parameters in MeV

! S! SN T

A = 7" ? 0.430 "0.015 "0.390 0.030

A = 11 " 16 0.330 "0.015 "0.350 0.024

1

V eff
ΛN = V0(r) + Vσ(r) �sΛ �sN + VΛ(r)��ΛN �sΛ + VN (r)��ΛN �sN + VT (r)S12

∆ SΛ TSN

by D.J. MillenerVery small LS



JLab E01-011: (e,e’K+)

!"#$%&'()*&+

,-'()*&+

ENGE 
HKS 

Splitter 

Electron beam 
1.8 GeV/c 

High-resolution Spectrometer in Hall-A & -C

→EA0001: L. Tang



       12ΛB                 7ΛHe

Resolution : ~510 keV (FWHM) for g.s. 
Data taking : ~30 hours w/ 30 µA

O. Hashimoto @ Hyp-X

s! (2
-/1-) 

p!(3+/2+)"

C.E. #1 (1-) 

C.E.  #2(2-/1-) 

B! (MeV) 

C
ou

nt
 s

 / 
0.

15
 M

eV
 

!  12
!B Ground state resolution: 465 keV FWHM 

12
!B!

→BJ0005: A. Matsumura



One bound state observed: 4ΣHe

T. Nagae et al., PRL 80 (1998) 1605.

Σ-Hypernuclei

T. Harada, Y. Hirabayashi / Nuclear Physics A 759 (2005) 143–169 165

Fig. 13. A comparison with the calculated spectra of the 28Si(!! ,K+) reaction at p! = 1.20 GeV/c (6"),
(a) near the"! threshold, and (b) including the"! QF region, together with the data at KEK-E438 experiments.
The dashed curves denote for the WS potentials with the strengths of V "

0 = !10, 0, +30, +60 and +90 MeV
in the real part and W"

0 = !40 MeV in the imaginary part. The solid and long-dashed curves denote the spectra
with the potentials for DD and WS-sh, respectively, as a guide. See also the caption in Fig. 11.

for WS-sh given by (V "
0 ,W"

0 ) = (!10 MeV, !9 MeV). As seen in Fig. 3, the volume
integrals per nucleon with (V "

0 ,W"
0 ) = (+20 MeV, !20 MeV) amount to (JR,JI ) #

(157 MeVfm3, !157 MeV fm3), which are fairly similar to those for DD.

Σ--Nucleus potential: Repulsive

28Si(π-,K+)



Gamma-ray Spectroscopy 
of Light Hypernuclei

Spin-flip B(M1) measurement for gΛ in nuclei

7Li(K-,π-γ)7ΛLi at 1.5 GeV/c: M1(3/2+→1/2+)

ΛN interaction in sd-shell hypernuclei

19ΛF: easiest in sd-shell

ΛN interaction in p-shell hypernuclei

10ΛB

etc.

Hyperball-J
Ge Detector           PWO

Pulse-tube 
ref.

J-PARC E13
H. Tamura et al.

Ge x32; ε~5.8% at 1 MeV
→  γ-γ coincidence



Neutron-rich Hypernuclei
with (π-,K+) reaction J-PARC E10

A. Sakaguchi et al.

ordinary nuclei

DCX: (K−,π+), (π−,K+) reaction

DCX

SCX: (e,e’K+), (K−,π0), (π−,K0) reaction

SCX

NCX: (K−,π−), (π+,K+) reaction

NCX

Λ-hypernuclei

“Hyperheavy hydrogen”: deeply bound

Akaishi:
Glue-like role of Λ 

(BΛ=4.4 MeV)
 +  

ΛNN coherent
coupling ( +1.4 MeV)

Λp
n

unbound

6
ΛH5H

n

n

n

p
n
n n

n



S=-2 Baryon Systems



Double-Λ Hypernuclei

“Nagara” event; ΛΛ6He

Uniquely identified

∆BΛΛ=1.01±0.02+0.18/-0.11 MeV

smaller than before (~4 MeV)

H. Takahashi et al., PRL87, (2001) 212502.

KEK E373

0.67 MeV
(updated by Nakazawa@Hyp-X)



S=-2 World



Spectroscopic Study of Ξ-Hypernucleus, 
12ΞBe, via the 12C(K-,K+) Reaction

Discovery of Ξ-hypernuclei

Measurement of Ξ-nucleus potential depth and width 

of 12ΞBe

J-PARC E05
T. Nagae et al.

395A
2.7 T

S=-1                S=-2 (Multi-Strangeness System)



Ξ-Nucleus potential ?

Chemical Potential:

UΣ>0, UΞ<0

UΣ<0, UΞ<0

UΣ>0, UΞ>0

Fr
ac

tio
n

K-

!-

!-

"- #

##

#

u=$/$0

€ 

µB = mB +
kF

2

2mB

+U(kF )



Kaonic Nuclei



Evidence for K-pp in FINUDA
Back-to-back Λ-p pairs in Stopped K- absorption

M. Agnello et al., PRL94, (2005) 212303

B=115+6/-5+3/-4 MeV
Γ= 67+14/-11+2/-3 MeV

→EA0003: H. Fujioka



Theoretical work on K-pp
K-pp does exist !!
      ...but maybe broad (consistent with FINUDA)

(MeV)
ATMS
Yamazaki & 

Akaishi, PLB535 
(2002) 70.

Variational
Dote, Hyodo, 
Weise, PRC79 
(2009) 014003.

Faddeev
Shevchenko, Gal, 

Mares, PRL98 
(2007) 082301.

Faddeev
Ikeda & Sato, 
PRC79 (2009) 

035201.

Variational
Wycech & Green, 

PRC79 (2009) 014001.

B 48 17-23 50-70 60-95 40-80

Γ 61 40-70 90-110 45-80 40-85

→CD0008: A. Dote



New FINUDA data on K-pp

First evidence of K-pp with 6Li+7Li+12C

Confirmed for 6Li only, with better statistics
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S. Piano@Hyp-X

FSI, ΣN→ΛN conversion cannot explain the new data



DISTO data on K-pp

p+p→K-pp + K+ at 2.85 GeV
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In-flight (K-,n) reaction on 3He

7

!"#$%&'
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F#+,'EG##-0.1'

H+1.#3

K- + 3He →n + (K-pp)

(K-pp)→Λ+p

FIG. 1: The calculated inclusive spectra of the 3He(in-flight K!,n) reaction at pK! = 1.0 GeV/c

and !n = 0" as a function of the neutron momentum, using the YA optical potential with (V0,

W0)=(!300 MeV, !70 MeV). The vertical dashed line indicates the corresponding neutron mo-

mentum of pn = 1224 MeV/c at the K! emitted threshold. The contributions of partial-wave

angular momentum states with L = 0, 1 and 2 are also drawn.
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J-PARC E15
M. Iwasaki, T. Nagae et al.



Summary
J-PARC; construction completed.

will open a new era for Strangeness Nuclear Physics.

Day-1 Experiments are about to run.

Ξ hypernuclear Spectroscopy

Hypernuclear γ-ray Spectroscopy

Search for Kaonic Nuclei

Neutron-rich hypernuclei

and more ...
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Join us !!


